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Anger: the good, the bad, and the ugly 

 

The story is told of a woman who was bitten by a mad dog. It looked as 

if she was going to die of rabies, so the doctor told her she should make 

out her will. Taking pen and paper she began to write, and write and 

write. Finally, the doctor said, “That is surely a long will you’re making.” 

She snorted, “Will nothing! I’m making a list of all the people I’m going 

to bite!” 

 

Anger and vengeance. The author of the Book of Sirach warns against 

them: “Anger and wrath, these are abominations, yet a sinner holds on 

to them.  The vengeful person will face the Lord’s vengeance.”   

 

Yet we must be clear as to what kind of anger is being condemned.  

Anger as an emotion is neither good nor bad. It is just an emotion.  We 

can’t necessarily control when we will feel angry but we can control 

what we do with the feeling. 

 

Anger can in fact be used for a good end.  This is when it is directed 

toward maintaining justice and correcting vice.  Here I am thinking of 

Christ Himself. On more than one occasion He got angry; yet He never 

allowed His anger to become sin. He was angry at the people who 

treated the Temple like a market place. He was angry at the deceit of 

the Pharisees. 

  



Such anger is righteous for it is directed toward protecting what is 

good: one's own good, the good of the community, and even the good 

of the person who is inflicting harm.  This type of anger is not about 

“getting even” with a person but about protecting the innocent and 

correcting the sinner.   

 

So, when does anger become sinful?  It becomes bad in a number of 

ways.  First, when we get angry over the wrong things – over things that 

are not unjust. This type of anger can be a consequence of our own 

impatience, irritability, or frustration with not getting our own way. In 

other words, our ego.   

 

Another way we can fall into sinful anger is in our motives. When 

someone hurts or upsets us, we might be driven by a vindictive 

attitude, which wants to see that person suffer. Virtuous anger, 

however, seeks the well-being even of one's enemies; trying to prevent 

the evil that they are doing, hoping that they will repent of their 

wickedness, return to what is good, and make amends for the harm 

they have done.  (Seeking restitution is not the same as seeking 

revenge.)  

 

Finally, our anger can become sinful when it is not controlled and 

becomes too fierce. This can happen inwardly when we hold a grudge 

against someone, which leads to our growing to despise them and 

secretly wishing them harm. It can happen outwardly when we “fly off 

the handle” over minor infractions – over small things.  

 



Let’s face it, while virtuous anger is possible, on the whole most of our 

anger risks being sinful. It is often the result of a wounded or frustrated 

ego or easily becomes disproportionate to the perceived wrong.  In 

these instances when we lose our temper, we lose. 

 

But even righteous anger has its risks.  If we hold onto anger, pretty 

soon it will be the anger that is holding unto us.  It infects us and we 

become an angry, bitter person.  It poisons our lives and our character. 

This is why forgiveness can be so profoundly liberating. 

 

Forgiveness does not mean that an offense is okay or trivial, or that 

someone who does wrong should not face any consequences for their 

behaviour.  Forgiveness is simply letting go of one’s desire for revenge. 

For revenge is an expression of hatred because it seeks the other’s 

harm rather than the other’s good. Because revenge is an act of hatred 

it stands in opposition to love, and standing in opposition to love it 

stands opposed to God’s will.   

 

That is why Jesus tells us to “forgive your brother or sister from your 

heart;” a heart that seeks to love even one’s enemies. 


